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Council Directive 93/83/EEC of 27 September 1993 on the coordination
of certain rules concerning copyright and rights related to copyright

applicable to satellite broadcasting and cable retransmission

CHAPTER III

CABLE RETRANSMISSION

Article 8

Cable retransmission right

1 Member States shall ensure that when programmes from other Member States are
retransmitted by cable in their territory the applicable copyright and related rights are observed
and that such retransmission takes place on the basis of individual or collective contractual
agreements between copyright owners, holders of related rights and cable operators.

2 Notwithstanding paragraph 1, Member States may retain until 31 December 1997 such
statutory licence systems which are in operation or expressly provided for by national law on
31 July 1991.

Article 9

Exercise of the cable retransmission right

1 Member States shall ensure that the right of copyright owners and holders or related
rights to grant or refuse authorization to a cable operator for a cable retransmission may be
exercised only through a collecting society.

2 Where a rightholder has not transferred the management of his rights to a collecting
society, the collecting society which manages rights of the same category shall be deemed to be
mandated to manage his rights. Where more than one collecting society manages rights of that
category, the rightholder shall be free to choose which of those collecting societies is deemed
to be mandated to manage his rights. A rightholder referred to in this paragraph shall have the
same rights and obligations resulting from the agreement between the cable operator and the
collecting society which is deemed to be mandated to manage his rights as the rightholders who
have mandated that collecting society and he shall be able to claim those rights within a period,
to be fixed by the Member State concerned, which shall not be shorter than three years from the
date of the cable retransmission which includes his work or other protected subject matter.

3 A Member State may provide that, when a right-holder authorizes the initial
transmission within its territory of a work or other protected subject matter, he shall be deemed to
have agreed not to exercise his cable retransmission rights on an individual basis but to exercise
them in accordance with the provisions of this Directive.
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Article 10

Exercise of the cable retransmission right by broadcasting organizations

Member States shall ensure that Article 9 does not apply to the rights exercised by a
broadcasting organization in respect of its own transmission, irrespective of whether the
rights concerned are its own or have been transferred to it by other copyright owners
and/or holders of related rights.

Article 11

Mediators

1 Where no agreement is concluded regarding authorization of the cable retransmission
of a broadcast. Member States shall ensure that either party may call upon the assistance of one
or more mediators.

2 The task of the mediators shall be to provide assistance with negotiation. They may
also submit proposals to the parties.

3 It shall be assumed that all the parties accept a proposal as referred to in paragraph 2
if none of them expresses its opposition within a period of three months. Notice of the proposal
and of any opposition thereto shall be served on the parties concerned in accordance with the
applicable rules concerning the service of legal documents.

4 The mediators shall be so selected that their independence and impartiality are beyond
reasonable doubt.

Article 12

Prevention of the abuse of negotiating positions

1 Member States shall ensure by means of civil or administrative law, as appropriate,
that the parties enter and conduct negotiations regarding authorization for cable retransmission
in good faith and do not prevent or hinder negotiation without valid justification.

2 A Member State which, on the date mentioned in Article 14 (1), has a body with
jurisdiction in its territory over cases where the right to retransmit a programme by cable to the
public in that Member State has been unreasonably refused or offered on unreasonable terms
by a broadcasting organization may retain that body.

3 Paragraph 2 shall apply for a transitional period of eight years from the date mentioned
in Article 14 (1).


